
My sincere thanks to the Officers and Committee of this hard working breed club for inviting me to officiate at this             

well-run, friendly show, and to the exhibitors who gave me a good representative entry of 68 bobtails to evaluate. In 

these days of declining entries it was heartening to have a goodly number of youngsters to go over. I presume it was the 

rush to beat the deadline for the docking ban which blessed me with such numbers. I wonder what the puppy classes 

will be like in the future as we all 'bite the bullet' and look forward to non-bobtails? Judging was carried out in the fresh 

air, a rare occurrence this year, and I believe an Old English looks its best in its intended surroundings of green fields and 

open spaces, so was more than pleased that the committee decided to take advantage of the weather situation.           

Generally speaking the breed is in yet another flux of change, with a good proportion being of strong type with correct 

angles, enough height from the ground and correspondingly good movement and a lesser number with straight stifles 

and longer caste bodies giving a stilted untypical rear action and 'racy' movement more often seen in the hounds. Please 

do not loose sight of the 'thickset, muscular, able-bodied dog' quoted in the breed standard, and the graphic           

description of the 'roll' and 'free, elastic' motion desirable in our breed. On welfare issues I was horrified to find so many 

dirty teeth, even in stock under a year old. Some ears were less than pleasant to handle, and pads and nails were often 

in a very poor state of maintenance. For your dog's comfort please look to these basic needs. Happily, despite the 

current trend for back-brushing, most coats were knot-free and clean and I thank you for that courtesy. 

 

VD/B (7,4a) 1 Starjanda No Greater Love. 8 years old bitch and still as pretty as a picture. In super hard condition and  

sporting a mature profuse jacket of good texture. Lovely head properties and good neck and shoulder layback. Nice rise 

to loin and compact deep body. Excellent angles front and rear, giving free active movement. Well presented and 

handled. 2 Meisan Sunshine Super Bear. 9rs old male, upstanding and strong with excellent headpiece and plenty of 

bone for size. Good front assembly and enough rise over loin giving pleasing typical outline. Despite his years has          

good muscle mass behind and strength on the move. Coat is, unsurprisingly, not at its absolute best now, but what he 

has is of good colour and texture. Free active mover, sympathetically handled. 3 Arunadur Another Hero. 

 

MPD (4) 1 Dalewood Present 'n' Correct.   Aptly named 8 month old: out of the top drawer. Typical in make and          

shape with excellent topline. Attractive head and good wall eyes with full pigmentation. Nicely arched neck and pleasing 

shoulder lay back. Well off for bone and well up to size without approaching legginess.  Definite rise to loin and strong 

quarters.  Strong, free and typical mover. Coat developing nicely and promises well for texture and profusion. Excellent 

presentation and handling as always from this seasoned exhibitor.  2  Mellowdee Mister Mischief at Mykornos. Larger 

framed male with plenty to like. Good overall make and shape with correct rise to loin and good depth to body for one  

so young. Has a lovely head and good eye colour, enough neck and shoulder layback. Strong quarters which gave 

positive rear action. Coat still at the baby stage but clearing well. Well presented. 3 Brinkley Sergant Benjamin.  

 

PD (6,1a) 1 Brinkley Double 'O' Seven. At  10 months old this ebullient youngster won this class with some in hand. 

Super quality male with excellent headpiece and super neck and shoulders. Obvious rise to the loin and short coupled. 

Strong deep body which belies his age and with strong correct quarters. Coat still needs time to clear but has excellent 

profusion. Moved exactly as he should with effortless strong action front and rear. He was reluctant to show off his 

many breed points in the challenge for best puppy and paid the price. 2  Mellowdee Mister Mischief at  Mykornos. 3 

Brinkley Sergant Benjamin.  

 

JD (2) 1 Beauvallon Nicodemus. At 15 months old is typical for his age. Most attractive adolescent with much to like. 

Excellent make and shape. Lovely head and dark eyes. Good neck and front assembly and good bone for size.           

Desired rise to the loin, strong quarters and neat low hocks. Coat is developing along the right lines and was presented 

in good order.  Sympathetically handled to show his steady strong action and pleasing lines. 2nd Greyfell Moonlight 

Dance at Maimist. Nice type of male with good head and front angles. Enough bone for size and bodying up nicely. 

Longer caste than the winner and coat could thicken up to advantage. What he has is a good clear colour and            

promises well for texture. Being of a larger frame he will need time  to mature, but time is on his side. Steady mover. 

Well presented and handled.  

 

PGD (5,2a) 1 Brinkley Buddy Holly with Macopa. My star of the show. Absolutely took my eye with his breed type on 

entering the ring and did not disappoint on handling. Beautiful headpiece with kind expression, good eye colour with 

pigmentation and correct bite. Neck flowed into excellent shoulders giving clean front assembly.  Continues into short, 

deep, strong body, and correct rise to the loin, giving desired compact shape. Pear shaped when viewed from            

above. Plenty of bone and substance, without coarseness. Excellent length of second thigh and low, well set strong 

hocks. Top this with a profuse, hard and clear jacket with evidence of the required break and the picture is complete. A 

joy to watch this boy's movement with  a firm topline, and effortless reach and drive which can only come from correct 

construction. Presented in A1clean hard condition. Had no hesitation in awarding him CC and then BIS. 2 Half 'n'Half  



Haribo. Good honest type of bobtail with nice head and eye. Enough neck and bone for size. Good rise to loin and strong 

muscled quarters, giving positive rear action. His coat is not at its best, but was presented in clean order and has good 

texture and profusion. Could lose a little weight to advantage as it spoiled his front action.  

 

LD (5,2a) 1 Bovaron Can't Stop Now. Very handsome yearling of excellent type. Smaller type, but loses none of his 

masculinity for all that.  Strong head for size and good eye colour with pigmentation. Clean neck and shoulders and 

short deep body. Well off for bone and correct rise to the loin. Strong well muscled quarters and nice rear angles. Jacket 

is correct in colour, texture and profusion. A little more length over the hams would complete the picture. Beautifully 

presented and handled. Was considered for the res CC. His day is not far off I feel. 2 Beauvallon Barnstormer.            

Close up to the winner and had many similar attributes. Particularly liked his body strength and breed type, as always 

from this kennel.    Unlucky to meet the winner in such good form. Lovely head, neck and shoulder placement. Short 

strong body and good rise to the loin. Strong quarters and well off for bone. His coat needs to thicken up as there is a 

lack of profusion at present, but the texture is excellent and the colour clear. Presentation and handling first class. 3 

Arunadur Another Hero.  

 

OD (5) 1 Ch Brinkley American Pie. Top quality male of excellent breed type. Excels in head properties and front 

assembly. Plenty of body and substance without coarseness.  Strong bone and deep compact body with correct rise to 

loin. Well made and muscled rear and low strong hocks. His profuse clear jacket  was presented in A1 clean order. 

Obviously well-schooled, he nevertheless has a mind of his own and decided not to give of his best on the move today, 

and had to bow to the more consistent Post Grad winner. Well deserved res CC. 2 Ch Brinkley Sir Jonny. Another  of our 

top males who has been a great ambassador for the breed at Group level for over 2 years, and still one to contend with. 

He is a real quality exhibit with style and excellent breed type. Beautiful  headpiece and clean neck and shoulders. Short 

deep body and correct rise to the loin. Super bone and substance. Strong, well muscled quarters and low set hocks. His 

jacket has excellent profusion and texture but needs to clear a little to be at its absolute best.   Presentation and 

handling were faultless. 3 Ch Dalewood Hocus Pocus.    

 

MPB (7) 1 Brinkley Bashira taf. Very promising 6 months babe with everything in order for age. Beautifully balanced and 

moving soundly fore and aft. Beautiful head and expression. Good eye colour and correct bite. Deep body for one so 

young and although a good distance from the ground, still compact. Coat thick and with good break already evident. 2 

Brinkley Peggy Sue. I note is litter sister to the winner and both sired by my CC winner. Also very promising and has the 

same lovely balance and body strength as her sister.  Sweetest of expressions and lovely eyes. These two will battle it             

out many times in the future and I shall watch their progress with interest. 3 Charmlea Cleopatra.  

 

PB (6) 1 Brinkley Sofia of Raynham.    A top quality puppy who surely has a bright future in front of her, with normal luck. 

For her 10 months she has everything in order.   Beautifully balanced with correct angles rear and aft, she moves  

effortlessly and holds her topline. Her jacket is profuse, clear and promises good texture. Clean, A1 presentation and 

confident handling. Best Puppy in Show. 2 Arthrug Upon a Sunbeam. Another good puppy with correct topline and good 

angles. Plenty of bone and substance without coarseness. Lovely head, appealing expression, clean neck and shoulders 

and deep body. Well made rear and driving action. Coat needs to clear but there is evidence of a good coat to            

come, with patience. Very promising. 3 Meadowbears Blue Cascade.  

 

PGB   (11,1a) 1 Hibray Jewel. And she is a Jewel. Top quality bitch of correct breed type. She stands proud with good 

bone and substance but still retains femininity. Beautiful headpiece with a melting expression. Fabulous neck and 

shoulder layback making excellent front assembly. Ultra-short deep body and definite rise to the loin. Desired angles to 

rear and low set strong hocks. Pear shaped when viewed from above. Shown in hard condition which was evident in her  

stamina in the heat of the day. She could have moved all day, and I would have been happy to watch her. She held her 

topline consistently from any angle and at any speed. Her jacket, at 20 months, is already an excellent texture with the 

rarely seen break.  Faultless presentation and handling. Delighted to award her the CC. 2 Holanja Acorn at Oldoak. 

Unlucky to meet the winner in such stunning form. Sound as a bell and strong. Typical bobtail outline and handles as she 

looks, Beautifully proportioned head, melting expression and good dark eyes. Lovely neck and shoulders and short deep 

body. Correct rise to loin and very strong in rear.  Particularly good for condition and body strength, retaining             

femininity. Her jacket is a good colour and profusion but has time to harshen, but it is there bubbling under. Once she 

settled she moved with reach and drive. Excellent presentation. 3 Mirene Million Dollar Baby. Completed a trio of top 

notch bitches. Super head and expression. Good neck and shoulder layback. Good bone for size. Required rise to the 

loin and good strength in rear assembly.  Beautiful outline when stacked, she let herself down a bit on the move as she 

lost interest in proceedings and her topline and form  suffered as a result. Coat good in colour and texture but could  

thicken to advantage. A1 presentation. 

 



LB (6,3a) 1 Brinkley Royal Rival. At nearly 3 years old this young lady is fast approaching her best. She is a larger framed 

bitch but retains all her femininity  with no hint of coarseness. Correctly proportioned head and lovely  expression. 

Arched neck going into correct front and deep body with plenty of substance. Good rise to the loin and well muscled 

rear quarters. Particularly good in rear strength and low set hocks which showed in her driving action. She positively 

floated round the ring which won her this class. She is in full bloom at present with a clear, profuse, crisp jacket which 

was presented in tip top order.    Res CC. 2 Meisan Moonlight Serenade. Beautifully constructed feminine bitch with a 

fabulous front. Lovely head and expression.   Good bone for size and strong quarters. Short deep body with plenty of 

heart room and in good hard condition. Well defined rise to the loin and short coupled. Her coat, although lacking 

length to complete a finished picture, is of good clear colour and excellent texture. She moves very well, with drive and 

purpose but soon lost interest in the proceedings which was a shame. 3 Howander Precious Model For Jeddep. 

 

OB (8,1a) 1 Dalewood Katie Current at Aljoh.  Classic bobtail outline and an excellent bitch to handle. Smaller type with 

well proportioned head carried atop a lovely neck and good shoulder layback. Good bone for size and well sprung ribs, 

resulting in required deep body. Definite rise to the loin and well made quarters. Her jacket is of a good length, texture 

and profusion, but could clear to advantage. Side gait is excellent with good reach and drive but moved a little close 

behind on the day. 2 Ch Amblehart  Sachertorte. Super type and shape and excellent quality. Lovely  feminine head with 

sweet expression. Good neck and shoulder lay  back. Good bone for size. Nice rise to loin and strong quarters. Her  

coat is a lovely clear colour and good texture but needs more profusion to complete the picture. When asked to move 

she did not use herself well and seemed sluggish, despite several attempts to show her paces, and had to pay the price. 

3 Ch and Aust Ch Henley Dancing Belle.  

Lynnette Small 

 

 


